
Henry and Mudge 1.3                by Sandy Reeves 

Use this study guide to help you prepare for the test. 

High Frequency Words 
1. couldn’t – could not 
2. love – a strong liking for someone 
3. build – to make something by putting together parts 

4. mother – a female parent 
5. bear – a large animal with thick fur and sharp claws 

6. father – a male parent 
7. straight – not having curves 

Selection Vocabulary 
1. shivered-  shook with fear or from cold  
2. drooled – to let saliva drip from the mouth 

3. lanterns – a light often with clear sides that 
             can be carried around 
4. snuggled– cuddled together 
5. campfire- an outdoor fire 

Amazing Words 

Question of the Week: What can we discover by exploring nature? 

Comprehension  

Genre 

Predicates– The predicate of a sentence tells what the subject of the sentence does or is.  The 

 astronaut will walk on the moon. 

Grammar 

Spelling Words 

stop clip 
strap  stream  browse 
nest   mask   skeleton 
hand   twin    straight 
brave  breeze 
ask    state  

Challenge Words 

Phonics 

Consonant Blends 

When a word begins or ends with two or 

three consonants you blend them 

together to read the word. 

Example: flower, drink 

1.  galaxy– any one of the very large group of stars that 
                  make up the universe 
2.  tranquil– calm, steady or peaceful 
3.  wildlife-  animals living in nature 
4.  underneath-  below, directly under 
5.  identify–to know and say who someone is 
6.  detective– a person who conducts investigations 
7.  fascinating- very interesting 
8.  slimy– covered with slime 

2008 Version 

Realistic Fiction – a made up story that could happen 

in real life. This story was written to entertain the 

reader.  

Skill: Character and Setting 

Characters are the people or  

animals in the story. 

Setting is where and when the 

story takes place. 

 Strategy: Monitor & Fix Up 

 Monitor comprehension and 

fix up what  you do not know 

by asking questions and 

rereading. 
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Complete any three activities to form a tic-tac-toe. Mark these with an X or an O. Attach your work and return 

it on ____________________________________. 

Hide-And-Seek 

Draw a picture to show 

your favorite part of the 

story. Hide your spelling 

words in the picture. 

Ask a friend or family 

member to find them. 

Fantastic Fonts Righteous Rhymes 
Radical Rainbows 

Awesome Alphabet 

Puzzling Puzzle Hip Highlights 

Write it Right! 

Pretty Patterns 

Type your words 

on the computer 

using a different font 

for each one. Print it 

out and attach. 

 

cat    cat 

write your 

words 2 times each.

Write your 

words in 

alphabetical order. 

Go to  

www.puzzlemaker.com 

and create a word search. 

Print it, and find the words. 

Or use graph paper to make 

a word search, and find 

the words. 

Write each word 

then go back and 

highlight each vowel 

with a highlighter 

or yellow crayon. 

Write your 

words 3 times 

each in your 

best handwriting. 

Write your 

words using an 

pattern.

Spelling Words 
breeze strap ask 
nest hand clip 
state brave twin 
stream mask stop 
browse skeleton 
straight 

Spelling Words List 2 

browse straight skeleton 
product spread throat 
square spring draft 
scrape sprawl strut 

Write your words 

with a rhyming 

word next to  

them. 


